
 

Classification system for reporting on skin
biopsies of melanocytic lesions
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An expert panel has revised the Melanocytic Pathology Assessment Tool
and Hierarchy for Diagnosis schema (MPATH-Dx), a classification
system with the potential to be embraced by pathologists and clinicians
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worldwide for increased clarity in reporting.

With the growing number of skin biopsies performed annually for
suspected melanoma, a simple, easily understood standardized 
classification system for melanocytic lesions is increasingly important to
aid pathologists and clinicians who examine millions of tissue samples
each year and to alleviate patient confusion and anxiety.

Skin biopsies, particularly those suspicious for melanoma, are some of
the most complicated for pathologists to diagnose. Furthermore,
pathology reports for skin biopsies are often filled with varied and
complicated medical terms that can make a diagnosis or treatment plan
unclear for medical providers. With increased access to medical records
and other digital resources, patients now share in the confusion and
growing unease when reading their own skin biopsy reports.

In recognition of these issues, an expert panel of three internationally-
recognized dermatopathologists, with assistance from an expert team of
researchers, have developed and now revised the Melanocytic Pathology
Assessment Tool and Hierarchy for Diagnosis schema (MPATH-Dx), a
classification system with the potential to be embraced by pathologists
and clinicians worldwide for increased clarity in reporting. The updated
schema, called MPATH-Dx Version 2.0, simplifies the diagnoses of all
melanocytic skin lesions undergoing biopsy into four classes (ranging
from MPATH-Dx Class I benign low risk lesions, i.e., in general, banal
nevi (or moles) posing little threat to patients to much higher risk Class
IV thick invasive melanoma cases that require appropriate surgical
removal and consideration of additional evaluation for tumor spread and
more advanced treatments and surveillance). The MPATH-Dx schema
thus provides suggested guidance on how to best treat the patient for
each of the four classes.

This project was conducted by lead author Dr. Raymond L. Barnhill,
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Institut Curie, Paris, and UFR of Medicine University of Paris, two
other members of the expert panel of melanoma pathologists, Dr. David
E. Elder, University of Pennsylvania and Dr. Michael W. Piepkorn,
University of Washington, senior author Dr. Joann G. Elmore at UCLA,
and other expert researchers. The authors examined and made
improvements to the original MPATH-Dx system by incorporating
feedback from U.S. dermatopathologists participating in an NIH-funded
study and from members of the International Melanoma Pathology Study
Group (IMPSG). The updated schema is published online in the January
2023; 6(1) issue of JAMA Network Open.

"Pathology reports can be confusing for both patients and the primary
care physicians. This new tool will help provide clarity in what the
pathology diagnosis is to these end users, along with simple guidance on
the risk level of the lesion and appropriate treatment," said Elmore, a
professor of medicine at the David Geffen School of Medicine at
UCLA, and member of the UCLA Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer
Center. "In the past, primary care physicians might biopsy a patient's
suspicious looking skin lesion and receive a pathology report that states:
'junctional dysplastic nevus with low-grade atypia' and the primary care
physician might not know what this means for the patient regarding
underlying risk of melanoma and what, if any, additional treatment or
surveillance, is best for this patient. When pathologists' use the MPATH-
Dx schema as an adjunct tool, the pathology report would include
additional summary information stating 'MPATH-Dx Class I, no further
treatment required', thus reducing provider confusion and patient
anxiety."

In summary, the primary aim, according to authors, is to have a robust
adjunct tool available to support pathologists that can be used for
standardizing diagnostic reporting of melanocytic lesions and
management of patients to the benefit of both health care providers and
patients.
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  More information: Revision of the Melanocytic Pathology
Assessment Tool and Hierarchy for Diagnosis Classification Schema for
Melanocytic Lesions, JAMA Network Open (2023). DOI:
10.1001/jamanetworkopen.2022.50613
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